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The Psychosocial Implications of Disney Movies
Lauren Dundes
2019-07-11 In this volume of 15 articles, contributors from a wide
range of disciplines present their analyses of Disney movies and
Disney music, which are mainstays of popular culture. The power of the
Disney brand has heightened the need for academics to question whether
Disney’s films and music function as a tool of the Western elite that
shapes the views of those less empowered. Given its global reach, how
the Walt Disney Company handles the role of race, gender, and
sexuality in social structural inequality merits serious reflection
according to a number of the articles in the volume. On the other
hand, other authors argue that Disney productions can help individuals
cope with difficult situations or embrace progressive thinking. The
different approaches to the assessment of Disney films as cultural
artifacts also vary according to the theoretical perspectives guiding
the interpretation of both overt and latent symbolic meaning in the
movies. The authors of the 15 articles encourage readers to engage
with the material, showcasing a variety of views about the good, the
bad, and the best way forward.
Not My Father's Son
Alan Cumming 2014-10-30 DISCOVER THE NEW MEMOIR
FROM ALAN CUMMING. BAGGAGE: TALES FROM A FULLY PACKED LIFE PUBLISHES
28 OCT '21 'One of the most memorable, heart-stopping autobiographies
I have ever read' STEPHEN FRY WINNER OF THE SLIGHTLY FOXED BEST FIRST
BIOGRAPHY PRIZE THE NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER ATTITUDE MAGAZINE'S BOOK
OF THE YEAR A beloved star of stage and screen, Alan Cumming's life
and career have been shaped by a complex and dark family past - full
of troubled memories, kept buried away. But then an unexpected phone
call from his long-estranged father brought the pain of the past
hurtling back into the present, and unravelled everything he thought

he knew about himself. Not My Father's Son is the story of his journey
of discovery, both a memoir of his childhood in Scotland, and an
investigation into his family history which would change him forever.
'Equal parts memoir, whodunnit and manual for living . . . beautifully
written, honest . . . I was completely sucked in' NEIL GAIMAN
The Nature of Psychological Explanation
Robert Cummins 1983-01 In
exploring the nature of psychological explanation, this book looks at
how psychologists theorize about the human ability to calculate, to
speak a language and the like. It shows how good theorizing explains
or tries to explain such abilities as perception and cognition. It
recasts the familiar explanations of "intelligence" and "cognitive
capacity" as put forward by philosophers such as Fodor, Dennett, and
others in terms of a theory of explanation that makes established
doctrine more intelligible to professionals and their students. In
particular, the book shows that vestigial adherence to the
positivists' D-N model has distorted the view of philosophers of
science about what psychologists (and biologists) do and has masked
the real nature of explanation. Major sections in the book cover
Analysis and Subsumption; Functional Analysis; Understanding Cognitive
Capacities; and Historical Reflections. A Bradford Book.
The Monthly Army List
Great Britain. Army 1927
Durham City in 50 Buildings
Derek Dodds 2019-11-15 Explore the rich
history of the city of Durham in this guided tour through its most
fascinating historic and modern buildings.
The British Film Catalogue, 1895-1970
Denis Gifford 1973 Geannot.
filmogr. - Met bibliogr., cred., ind. - Ook aanwezig als: The British
film catalogue 1895-1985 : a reference guide. - Rev. and updated ed. Cop. 1986. - 23 p., 15289 lemma's. - ISBN 0-7153-8835-5.
The Lamplighter
Maria Susanna Cummins 1854
Vampenguin Lucy Ruth Cummins 2021-07-20 A young vampire trades places
with a penguin at the zoo for a day of mischief and fun.
Real Estate Record and Builders' Guide
1871
The Athenaeum
1857
The Midnight Library
Matt Haig 2020-08-13 THE SUNDAY TIMES NUMBER ONE
BESTSELLING WORLDWIDE PHENOMENON READERS' MOST LOVED BOOK OF 2021
WINNER OF THE GOODREADS CHOICE AWARD FOR FICTION 'BEAUTIFUL' Jodi
Picoult, 'UPLIFTING' i, 'BRILLIANT' Daily Mail, 'AMAZING' Joanna
Cannon, 'ABSORBING' New York Times, 'THOUGHT-PROVOKING' Independent
Nora's life has been going from bad to worse. Then at the stroke of
midnight on her last day on earth she finds herself transported to a
library. There she is given the chance to undo her regrets and try out
each of the other lives she might have lived. Which raises the
ultimate question: with infinite choices, what is the best way to
live?
Ballou's Pictorial
1858
The Neighbour
Fiona Cummins 2019-03-28 For fans of The Family Across

the Street by Nicole Trope and The Cottage by Lisa Stone, The
Neighbour by Fiona Cummins is a twisting thriller about a quiet
neighbourhood that's hiding a deadly secret. 'Creepy as hell and kept
me guessing to the very end' - Ian Rankin A new home. A new start.
It’s all the Lockwoods want. And on The Avenue, a leafy street in an
Essex town near the sea, it seems possible. But what if what they want
isn’t what they get? On their moving-in day they arrive to a media
frenzy. A serial killer has struck in the woods behind The Avenue. The
police are investigating. And the neighbours quite clearly have
secrets. With their dream quickly turning into a nightmare, the
Lockwoods are watching everyone. But who’s watching them? Praise for
Fiona Cummins: 'Trust me - Cummins is a keeper' - Lee Child 'Head and
shoulders above the rest' - Val McDermid 'A crime novel of the very
first order' - David Baldacci Dark, intriguing and gripping' - Laura
Marshall 'What a storyteller' - Caz Frear 'A nightmarishly addictive
read' - CJ Tudor 'Enthralled from beginning to end as each page drips
with threat and menace' - Liz Nugent
The Athenæum 1857
A Wizard of Earthsea
Ursula K. Le Guin 2015-04-27 Ged, the greatest
sorcerer in all Earthsea, was called Sparrowhawk in his reckless
youth. Hungry for power and knowledge, Sparrowhawk tampered with longheld secrets and loosed a terrible shadow upon the world. This is the
tale of his testing, how he mastered the mighty words of power, tamed
an ancient dragon, and crossed death's threshold to restore the
balance.
When I Was Ten
Fiona Cummins 2021-04-15 When I Was Ten is the stay-upall-night book by acclaimed crime author Fiona Cummins. ‘Grips like a
vice’ – Val McDermid ‘Absorbing, tense and beautifully paced’ - Daily
Mail Twenty-one years ago, Dr Richard Carter and his wife Pamela were
killed in what has become the most infamous double murder of the
modern age. Their ten year-old daughter – nicknamed the Angel of Death
– spent eight years in a children’s secure unit and is living quietly
under an assumed name with a family of her own. Now, on the
anniversary of the trial, a documentary team has tracked down her
older sister, compelling her to break two decades of silence. Her
explosive interview sparks national headlines and journalist Brinley
Booth, a childhood friend of the Carter sisters, is tasked with
covering the news story. For the first time, the three women are
forced to confront what really happened that night – with devastating
consequences for them all. ‘I finished it with my heart in my mouth.
Highly recommended’ – Louise Candlish ‘Dark, creepy and ultimately
compassionate . . . a chilling look at the consequences of a childhood
gone wrong’ – JP Delaney ‘Utterly compelling; a true just-one-morechapter thriller’ – Clare Mackintosh ‘Pacy, dark and surprises to the
bitter end. Loved it’ – Fiona Barton
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Hawaii's Story by Hawaii's Queen Liliuokalani
Liliuokalani (Queen of
Hawaii) 2013 This new edition of Hawaii's Story is based on the 1898
edition, enhanced with additional illustrations, and annotated by
David Forbes. This is the only autobiography written by a Hawaiian
Monarch, and provides a glimpse of life in Honolulu during her
lifetime.
Bilingualism and Special Education
Jim Cummins 1984 This book has a
practical focus in that it examines the effectiveness of alternatives
to traditional assessment and pedagogical practices for bilingual
children. It argues that much special education practice with respect
to bilingual students is fundamentally misdirected.
Merchant Vessels of the United States
1975
The Animals at Lockwood Manor
Jane Healey 2020 A debut novel for fans
of Sarah Perry and Kate Morton: when a young woman is tasked with
safeguarding a natural history collection as it is spirited out of
London during World War II, she discovers her new manor home is a
place of secrets and terror instead of protection. In August 1939,
thirty-year-old Hetty Cartwright arrives at Lockwood Manor to oversee
a natural history museum collection, whose contents have been taken
out of London for safekeeping. She is unprepared for the scale of
protecting her charges from party guests, wild animals, the elements,
the tyrannical Major Lockwood and Luftwaffe bombs. Most of all, she is
unprepared for the beautiful and haunted Lucy Lockwood. For Lucy, who
has spent much of her life cloistered at Lockwood suffering from bad
nerves, the arrival of the museum brings with it new freedoms. But it
also resurfaces memories of her late mother, and nightmares in which
Lucy roams Lockwood hunting for something she has lost. When the
animals appear to move of their own accord, and exhibits go missing,
they begin to wonder what exactly it is that they might need
protection from. And as the disasters mount up, it is not only Hetty's
future employment that is in danger, but her own sanity too. There's
something, or someone, in the house. Someone stalking her through its
darkened corridors . . .
The Tablet
1896
Unconventional Warfare (Special Forces, Book 1)
Chris Lynch
2018-11-27 Discover the secret missions behind America's greatest
conflicts. Danny Manion has been fighting his entire life. Sometimes
with his fists. Sometimes with his words. But when his actions finally
land him in real trouble, he can't fight the judge who offers him a
choice: jail... or the army. Turns out there's a perfect place for him
in the US military: the Studies and Observation Group (SOG), an elite
volunteer-only task force comprised of US Air Force Commandos, Army

Green Berets, Navy SEALS, and even a CIA agent or two. With the SOG's
focus on covert action and psychological warfare, Danny is guaranteed
an unusual tour of duty, and a hugely dangerous one. Fortunately, the
very same qualities that got him in trouble at home make him a naturalborn commando in a secret war. Even if almost nobody knows he's there.
National Book Award finalist Chris Lynch begins a new, explosive
fiction series based on the real-life, top-secret history of US black
ops.
The Magician
Colm Toibin 2021-09-07 A New York Times Notable Book,
Critic’s Top Pick, and Top Ten Book of Historical Fiction Named a Best
Book of the Year by The Washington Post, NPR, Vogue, The Wall Street
Journal, and Bloomberg Businessweek ?From one of today’s most
brilliant and beloved novelists, a dazzling, epic family saga set
across a half-century spanning World War I, the rise of Hitler, World
War II, and the Cold War that is “a feat of literary sorcery in its
own right” (Oprah Daily). The Magician opens in a provincial German
city at the turn of the twentieth century, where the boy, Thomas Mann,
grows up with a conservative father, bound by propriety, and a
Brazilian mother, alluring and unpredictable. Young Mann hides his
artistic aspirations from his father and his homosexual desires from
everyone. He is infatuated with one of the richest, most cultured
Jewish families in Munich, and marries the daughter Katia. They have
six children. On a holiday in Italy, he longs for a boy he sees on a
beach and writes the story Death in Venice. He is the most successful
novelist of his time, winner of the Nobel Prize in literature, a
public man whose private life remains secret. He is expected to lead
the condemnation of Hitler, whom he underestimates. His oldest
daughter and son, leaders of Bohemianism and of the anti-Nazi
movement, share lovers. He flees Germany for Switzerland, France and,
ultimately, America, living first in Princeton and then in Los
Angeles. In this “exquisitely sensitive” (The Wall Street Journal)
novel, Tóibín has crafted “a complex but empathetic portrayal of a
writer in a lifelong battle against his innermost desires, his family,
and the tumultuous times they endure” (Time), and “you’ll find
yourself savoring every page” (Vogue).
Red Ant House
Ann Cummins 2003 A collection of twelve tales explores
the collision of cultures, genders, and generations in the American
southwest, from a pair of orphans trying to repair their lives to a
police officer who harbors growing fears about his kleptomaniac wife.
Original.
Merchant Vessels of the United States...
United States. Coast Guard
1989
Bookseller
1904 Vols. for 1871-76, 1913-14 include an extra number,
The Christmas bookseller, separately paged and not included in the
consecutive numbering of the regular series.
Into the Dark
Fiona Cummins 2022-04-14 Into the Dark is the new dark

and gripping crime thriller from Fiona Cummins about revenge, greed,
ambition and the true cost of friendship. 'Complex. Inventive.
Twisting. Unsettling.' - Sarah Vaughan, bestselling author of Anatomy
of a Scandal THE PLACE: Seawings, a beautiful Art Deco home
overlooking the sweep of the bay in Midtown-on-Sea. THE CRIME: The
gilded Holden family - Piper and Gray and their two teenage children,
Riva and Artie - has vanished from the house without a trace. THE
DETECTIVE: DS Saul Anguish, brilliant but with a dark past, treads the
narrow line between light and shade. One late autumn morning, Piper’s
best friend arrives at Seawings to discover an eerie scene – the
kettle is still warm, all the family’s phones are charging on the
worktop, the cars are in the garage. But the house is deserted. In
fifteen-year-old Riva Holden’s bedroom, scrawled across the mirror in
blood, are three words: Make Them Stop. What happens next?
Liberty's Women
Robert McHenry 1980 Contains more than one thousand
biographies of American women from Virginia Dare, the first European
child to be born in America, to such contemporary figures as Chris
Evert, Susan Sontag, and Twyla Tharp
The Word for World is Forest
Ursula K. Le Guin 2015-04-23 When the
inhabitants of a peaceful world are conquered by the bloodthirsty
yumens, their existence is irrevocably altered. Forced into servitude,
the Athsheans find themselves at the mercy of their brutal masters.
Desperation causes the Athsheans, led by Selver, to retaliate against
their captors, abandoning their strictures against violence. But in
defending their lives, they have endangered the very foundations of
their society. For every blow against the invaders is a blow to the
humanity of the Athsheans. And once the killing starts, there is no
turning back.
Then & Now James Cummins 2004 James Cummins's first book of poems,
The Whole Truth, became known throughout much of the poetry world as
the "Perry Mason sestinas." His second book, Portrait in a Spoon, was
chosen by Richard Howard for the James Dickey Prize Contemporary
Poetry Series. His latest and most accomplished work is collected in
Then & Now, which reflects the same inventiveness and wit evident in
his earlier books, with a deepening of tone and spirit. The result is
a collection of poems filled with feeling and with Cummins's signature
anguished humor. If the language of poetry is a way into a hall of
mirrors of the self, it can be a way out, too. The voice that emerges
in Then & Now is sane, imaginative, bemused, and sly, not only taking
responsibility for the character of the writer put fully on display,
but ironically and affectionately exploring how this process occurs.
Matter, Materiality, and Modern Culture
Paul Graves-Brown 2000
Matter, Materiality and Modern Culture offers a new approach to the
study of contemporary objects, to give the reader a new understanding
of the relationship between people and their material world. It asks
how the very stuff of our world has shaped our societies by addressing

a broad array of questions including: * why do Berliners have such
strange door keys? * should the Isle of Wight pop festival be
preserved? * could aliens tell a snail shell from a waste paper basket
* why did Victorian England make so much of death and burial?
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Dale Fiers
D. Duane Cummins 2003 Many call A. Dale Fiers the most
significant figure in the Christian Church (Disciples of Christ) of
the twentieth century. Raised in a devout family--his mother was
ordained--in Kankakee, Illinois, and West Palm Beach, Florida, Fiers
went on to have major impact not only on his denomination but on
American Protestantism in general, particularly its approach to such
social issues as missionary work and civil rights. Fiers served as
executive secretary of the International Convention of the Christian
Church (Disciples of Christ), president of the United Christian
Missionary Society, administrative secretary of the Commission on
Restructure, and was the first general minister and president of the
church. Restructure was the process by which thousands of scattered
Disciples congregations became an expression of one Church. This 1960s
development towers over the landscape of Disciples history like a
great mountain range, and Fiers looms over the era as its central
figure. In this biography, commissioned by the Disciples of Christ
Historical Society, D. Duane Cummins crafts a picture of a remarkable
church leader and chronicles the way a significant religious body
dealt with the ambivalences of its own existence, how missionary work
developed into less paternalistic relationships, how a church
struggled between attempts to minister on the local scene and
throughout the world. Fiers lived in Florida and remained active in
Disciples affairs until his death at age ninety-six in 2003.
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